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The Last Laugh

Wrong Bait
Two guys were out hunting, 

but they weren’t getting any 
ducks. “What do you think the 
problem is?” one man asked 
his companion. “I dunno,” 
came the reply, “Maybe we 
aren’t throwing the dog up high 
enough.”

That’s Not A Lion!
A small village was troubled 

by a man-eating lion. So its 
leaders sent a message to the 
great hunter, Jonesie, to come 
and kill the beast. For several 
nights the hunt-er lay in wait 
for the lion, but it never ap-
peared. Finally, he told the vil-
lage chief to kill a cow and give 
him its hide. Draping the skin 
over his shoulders, he went to 
the pasture to wait for the lion. 
In the middle of the night, the 
villagers woke to the sound of 
blood- curdling shrieks coming 
from the pasture. As they care-
fully approached, they saw the 
hunter on the ground, groaning 
in pain. There was no sign of the 
lion. “What happened, Jonesie? 
Where is the lion?” asked the 
chief. “Forget the damn lion!” 
he howled. “Which one of you 
idiots let the bull loose?”

A great plan gone bad
 Commissioned by a zoo 

to bring them some baboons, 
the big game hunter devised a 
novel scheme to trap them – his 
only requirements being a sack, 
a gun, and a particularly vicious 
and bad tempered dog. Once in 
the jungle he explained to his 
assistant, “I’ll climb this tree 
and shake the branches; if there 
are any baboons up there, they 
will fall to the ground – and 
the dogs will bite their tail and 
immobilise them so that you 
can pick them up quite safely 
and put them in the sack.” “But 
what do I need the gun for?” 
asked the assisant. “If I should 
fall out of the tree by mistake, 
shoot the dog.”

The Prey depends upon 
the Day

A group of hunters fully 
equipped with rifles, ammo 
and camping supplies, came 
upon a young boy armed only 
with a slingshot. “What are you 
hunting for?” asked an older 
hunter. “I don’t know. I ain’t 
seen it yet,” said the boy.

No Fish Tale
What’s the difference be-

tween a hunter and a fisher-
man? A hunter lies in wait. A 
fisherman waits and lies. 

Lion with no Gun = ?
A young reporter went to a 

retirement home to interview 
an aged but legendary explorer. 
The reporter asked the old man 
to tell him the most frightening 
experience he had ever had. 
The old explorer said, “Once 
I was hunting Bengal tigers in 
the jungles of India. I was on a 
narrow path and my faithful 
native gunbearer was behind 
me. Suddenly the largest tiger 
I have ever seen leaped onto 
the path in front of us. I turned 
to get my weapon only to find 
the native had fled. The tiger 
leapt toward me with a mighty 
ROARRRR! I soiled myself.” 
The reporter said, “Under those 
circumstances anyone would 
have done the same.” The old 
explorer said, “No, not then – 
just now when I went ROAR-
RRR! ‘

Dog Property Laws
1. If I like it, it’s mine.
2. If its in my mouth, it’s mine.
3. If I can take it from you, it’s 
mine.
4. If I had it a little while ago, 
it’s mine.
5. If I’m chewing something up, 
all the pieces are mine.
6. If its mine, it must never ap-
pear to be yours anyway.
7. If it just looks like mine, its 
mine.
8. If I saw it first, its mine.
9. If you are playing with some-
thing and you put it down, it 
automatically becomes mine.
10. If its broken, its yours.


